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Holdings >3%
on 31 December 2020
Frasers Group
Barratt Developments
easyJet
Hornby
Ryanair
Dignity
Randall & Quilter
Bellway
Phoenix SG Ltd (Stanley Gibbons)
Lloyds Banking Group
Vesuvius
Redrow
GlaxoSmithKline
Others <3% (4)
Cash Position

Thoughts from Phoenix CIO

Discount: 2.8%

Personal Message from Gary Channon

Outlook

have traded profitably throughout. They look well positioned to benefit from their
omnichannel offering across sports and luxury as they relentlessly experiment and adapt
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to the changing consumer demand.
Our cyclical domestic holdings in housebuilders and Lloyds Bank have hurt the portfolio
this year. They have actually been less impacted by the downturn than might have been
expected and we think are very well placed for 2021. Again, the pandemic seems to
have increased the demand for homes; more specifically there is a growing demand for
more space and a move away from city centres of which our businesses are a
beneficiary.
The final grouping within the portfolio is those businesses where we are trying to
increase their value through our involvement, our control and influence holdings. Hornby
benefited from the lockdown whereas the others Dignity and Stanley Gibbons were
negatively impacted to varying degrees. Dignity benefited from more funerals but as they
were smaller affairs the average revenue and profitability declined. Overall, this group
significantly lifted the portfolio return and Hornby was the main driver of that. A year ago,
we told you of our plans to put all these holdings into a single company which would be
separately listed. We paused that project during the pandemic because we didn't think
it was the best use of our time. However, the work is all done and so we have recently
resumed that process and will be bringing the new company to market, called The
Castelnau Group, in the next few months.
As a reminder of what we are trying to achieve, these are businesses that we believe
can create considerably more value if they adopt different approaches. We have pulled
together the wisdom and techniques we have learned from studying and closely
monitoring some great businesses and businesspeople and we are beginning to apply
those to these businesses. It is still early days, but our view of the potential has only
grown the more we have done this and that is despite the fact that most of the time
things don't seem to go to plan, are harder to implement than we expected, and we are
constantly hit by setbacks. It seems that our rate of progress is accelerating at the rate
at which things don't go right and we learn from that.
It would have been nice to have launched the company a year ago and started with such
a strong year, but it is irrelevant for our investors because you have owned the
underlying holdings through the Trust. Separating those businesses where we are trying
to add value through involvement will make the effects of that work much easier to
measure and evaluate. The company won't just contain the businesses we control and
influence but also those businesses we are using to create that value. One is a digital
marketing and software development company that Phoenix acquired last year, and the
other is a data science company that we are just in the process of setting up. These
companies will be able to take the techniques and capabilities they have learned with
our businesses and apply them to external companies to create further value for the
group. We will elaborate on this when we write to you about it; in short though, we are
excited about the potential in this group; if we are right it contains the biggest
source of future value for our investors.
You may ask quite reasonably whether it makes sense for us to be doing both this active
business building and shaping as well as the passive arm's length investing that we do
at Wetherspoons and Frasers. We honestly believe they are highly complementary. We
had a much better insight and understanding of managers going through the pandemic
because of our direct internal knowledge from our own businesses. We could ask better
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questions and make better judgements about them than we would have been able to 10
years ago. We also think we can bring a lot that we have learned from our observing of
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what works and what doesn't to our companies. It is early days, and we are only just
beginning to see the value of our involvement, but the more we have done it the more
we see the potential. With the new company you will be able to see whether these fine
words marry up with the actual results and then judge us accordingly.
A final benefit of putting these holdings and activity in one listed company is that it should
increase the liquidity.
As the world emerges from the pandemic once the vaccination programme passes its
tipping point, we expect a concerted global effort to stimulate economic activity. In the
UK we also have the release of the pent-up investment held back by Brexit uncertainty
combined with a government determined to give the economy a strong push. We think
this makes the near-term fundamental outlook very strong and very positive for the
portfolio of businesses in the Trust.
The bi ggest ri sks we face are i .) sti ll the i nternet, i i .) i nterest rates and i i i .) the
environment.
We have spoken about the internet risk before and we have spent much of the past two
decades trying to avoid the way it has upturned competitive landscapes and only recently
have we sought to seek ways of benefiting from the opportunities it brings. If Hornby is
ever worth £1 bn it will be because of the internet more than anything.
Although the world has been desensitised to it, the current interest rate environment
will at some point in the future be looked upon as absurd. Negative interest rates may
be here and very real but the idea that someone pays you to borrow money is still
ridiculous. No one is quite there yet, not even Denmark, but if we really did extend the
idea of negative rates to individuals, they wouldn't quite believe it. Yes, you can have a
mortgage and we will pay you for it and the more you borrow the more we will pay you.
That would make the bank the payer of the mortgage not the borrower and so you would
have no defaults. And if you apply those negative interest payments to repay the loan
then the bank would also be the repayor and so the collateral (the house) becomes
irrelevant, in which case there is no limit to how much you can borrow. This really is Alice
in Wonderland stuff and future generations are going to ask what we were thinking in
the days of negative interest rates.
If the risk-free rate really is negative, then the fair value for a holding of all equities is
probably infinite. Equities will be cheaper than government bonds no matter what price
they reach. That can't be right.
So, one day it will change, and it probably won't be pretty, and we think we have a
responsibility to have that known unknown insured against and we are working on that.
The final big risk is the environment and in 2020 we have been working on embedding
that in our evaluation process. Consumers and governments are acting on the threat of
climate change from human activity and we need to incorporate that in our assessments
of intrinsic value. We will continue to approach investment as a financial activity, with
the goal of making the best long-term risk adjusted returns we can for you. We don't
seek to change the world by how we allocate capital. However, we do think our access
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Aurora Track Record
Performance

The appointment of Phoenix
Asset Management Partners
(“PAMP”) as Aurora’s
investment manager came
into effect in January 2016.

2020 (to 31 Dec)
2019
2018
2017
2016
Cumulative*
2015

NAV Return
Share Price
% Total Return**
%

All-Share
Index %**

Relative NAV
to ASX %

Aurora Share Price & NAV per Share – 31 December 2020

Aurora Premium / (Discount) – 31 December 2020

Aurora shares are eligible to be invested in an ISA. Neither the
Aurora Investment Trust nor Phoenix Asset Management Partners
run such a scheme. You should consult a financial adviser
regarding a suitable self-select ISA provider.

Phoenix UK Fund Track Record
Fund Performance (%)

Gross Return

Net Return FTSE All-Share
Index*

Cumulative Since Inception**
Since Inception Annualised**

The investment strategy
of the Aurora
Investment Trust is the
same as that of the
Phoenix UK Fund.

Investment Objective

Phoenix UK Fund
Value of £1,000 invested at launch to 31 December 2020

Contact

Fees

Regulatory Notice:

Relative NAV
to ASX

